
Beaver Dam Unified School District
Request for Proposal – Printers, Multi-Functional Devices, and Managed Print Services

February 1, 2023

The Beaver Dam Unified School District is requesting proposals from qualified vendors to provide
solutions that meet its needs for printers and multi-functional devices (MFDs), as well as
managed print services.

Background Information
The Beaver Dam Unified School District is a district in Dodge County with about 3200 students
and approximately 450 staff members. It has five elementary schools; one middle school; one
high school; and a district office and maintenance building, all of which contain multiple
printers/MFDs. The District currently utilizes Papercut MF for print management and seeks
replacement devices that are compatible with that software. The district’s prior lease expired,
so it is not currently on a lease.

Scope of Services
The Beaver Dam Unified School District is looking to partner with a vendor that will provide
leased printers and multi-functional devices (MFDs). It is seeking to enter into a five-year lease
beginning during the summer of 2023 (prior to the start of the 2023-24 school year).

In this RFP, the District has identified parameters for what should be included in the goods and
services proposed by the vendor. Although cost will be an important consideration, the
contract will not automatically be awarded to the lowest bidder, but rather to the vendor that
offers the best overall solution to meet the needs of the District.

Specifications and Requirements
1. All proposers must be officially authorized by the manufacturer of the proposed devices

to sell and service the proposed equipment. Written proof of such authorization may be
required.

2. Proposers should provide lease options for 60 months with the option to purchase the
equipment at the end of the lease for $1. No allowance will be made for any rate
increases for the equipment, parts, service, etc. during the term of the lease. Proposed
pricing should include delivery, installation, preventive maintenance, and service calls.

3. Proposals should contain detailed descriptions of the proposed devices, preferably
technical specifications sheets for each device.



4. Training shall be provided, at no additional cost to the District, at implementation and
during the term of the lease as reasonably needed.

5. Proposers must provide detailed guarantee information for both equipment performance
and technical service response, as well as the protocol for replacing devices that are not
performing satisfactorily.

Process
Schedule: RFP Released (February 1, 2023)

Proposals to RFP due to District (Wednesday, February 22, 2023)
Review of Proposals (February 27 - March 3, 2023)
Potential interviews of vendors deemed finalists (March 6 - 8, 2023)
Notification of selected vendor (March 8 - 10, 2023)

Proposals must be received by 4:00 pm on February 22, 2023. Proposers must submit three
copies of all materials required for acceptance of their proposal to:

Anne-Marie Malkovich, Director of Business Services
Beaver Dam Unified School District
400 E. Burnett Street
Beaver Dam, WI 53916

Any proposal not received by the above office by 4:00 pm on February 22, 2023 will not be
accepted.

Any questions concerning this RFP should be submitted via email to Anne-Marie Malkovich,
Director of Business Services, at malkovicha@bdusd.org.

This RFP is not a contract and does not in any way bind BDUSD or its subsidiaries to any
obligations, or impose liability for any costs or expenses incurred by vendors as a result of
replying to this RFP. The District reserves the right to negotiate the terms of the contract,
including the award amount, with the selected vendor prior to entering into a contract. If
negotiations cannot be successfully resolved with the selected vendor, the District may
negotiate a contract with the next selected vendor.



Proposal Requirements
Letter of Introduction

Device Selection and Placement: Vendors should provide recommendations for specific
devices (brand, model, etc.) for each location. Vendors should also supply specifications and
functionalities for each model and explain how the devices within each location will support the
end-users. A list of current models and sample volumes are included in this RFP. The District
seeks to replace current models with models that have similar functionality and capabilities. All
proposed models should be compatible with Papercut MF.

References: Vendors should provide a list of references for accounts similar to BDUSD in terms of
number of devices, volumes, locations, and end users. Experience providing services to
educational institutions is highly recommended. References should include the name of the
entity, as well as the name, position, email address and phone number of the contact person.

Experience, Support, and Management: Vendors should highlight their experience with other
accounts similar to BDUSD, focusing on device placement, management strategies that were
implemented, reactions from end users, and overall results. They should also describe the scope
of training and support that they provide to end users; metrics (i.e. response time), remote
capabilities, and protocols related to maintenance and service calls; and a strategy for
monitoring progress with the District. Vendors should also select a single representative to be the
point of contact to the District and highlight that person’s qualifications and experiences.

Cost Proposal: Vendors should submit the cost proposal in a separate sealed envelope with the
written proposal. Vendors should not reference the cost in their written proposal. Cost should
be proposed on a cost-per-copy basis for all distributed devices in the proposed fleet to include
the costs of labor, travel, supplies (including toner), and all replacement parts (except when
repairs are necessary due to abuse or neglect). It also includes charges for shipping, installation,
and training. Paper costs are not to be included. Cost-per-copy for black and color copies1

should be clearly explained. Costs for other services may be listed separately and should be
clearly explained. The proposal should include a total cost (either per month or per quarter) for
the devices, software, and services being proposed by the vendor based on a four year lease
(or other term as specified in the proposal). Vendors will have some latitude in how they present

1 The District shall only pay for copies used.  If a print run is changed or cancelled, the District expects that the
device counter automatically adjust to remove the cost of copies not made.



their cost(s), but transparency in the pricing proposal is highly recommended. Vendors should
also supply sample invoices.

Evaluation of Proposals
Accepted proposals will be reviewed by an evaluation committee and scored based on the
following criteria:

Criteria Weight

Devices: Quality/Reliability/Usability 100 pts (20 %)

Vendor Performance Record (References) 100 pts (20 %)

Vendor Experience, Support, Management 100 pts (20 %)

Cost of Devices, Software, and Services 200 pts (40 %)

Total 500 pts (100%)

The committee will conduct their scoring of all criteria other than cost before learning of the cost
proposals; cost will be scored separately.

Vendors shall be ranked based upon their total scores. Top-scoring vendors based on their
written proposals may be required to participate in interviews to present their proposals. The
District reserves the right to make an award without further discussion of proposals received.
Therefore, it is important that proposals be complete, comprehensive, and submitted initially in
the most favorable terms.

The committee will use the scoring criteria to inform the decision making process.  Scoring in and
of itself provides no obligation to select or not select a proposal.  Beaver Dam Unified School
District is not obligated to accept any proposal or to negotiate with any proposal.  All
transactions are subject to the final approval of Beaver Dam Unified School District, who reserves
the right to reject any or all proposals without cause for liability.



# Printer usage - summary
# From date = Sep 1, 2022 12:00:00 AM, To date = Jan 24, 2023 11:59:59 PM
Printer Name Physical Printer Identifier Printer Type/Model Color Pages Grayscale Pages Duplex Pages Simplex Pages Total Printed Pages Jobs Printer Serial Number
dslamfpboff net://172.29.1.31 RICOH MP 2555 0 40884 35536 5348 40884 3615 C297R300254
dslamfpclab net://172.19.1.30 RICOH MP C3004ex 14962 18639 14770 18831 33601 3929 C717M300700
escmfpb net://172.29.1.32 RICOH MP 2555 0 27022 19824 7198 27022 5862 C297R200213
escmfpc net://172.29.1.30 RICOH MP C4504 33675 66865 75718 24822 100540 10889 G737M210429
hscolorart net://172.18.1.38 RICOH MP C307 11196 16655 13590 14261 27851 3571 C507P101036
hsmfp507 net://172.18.1.33 RICOH SP 4520DN 0 286 12 274 286 104 T587H200572
hsmfpblang net://172.18.1.42 RICOH MP 9003 0 282487 232142 50345 282487 7269 G676L900048
hsmfpbmath net://172.18.1.39 RICOH SP 4520DN 0 4535 3136 1399 4535 1422 T587H200580
hsmfpboff net://172.18.1.41 RICOH MP 7503 0 110204 75022 35182 110204 11170 G667L400313
hsmfpcad net://172.18.1.43 RICOH MP 7503 0 297817 235718 62099 297817 7580 G667L400303
hsmfpcathoff net://172.18.1.31 RICOH MP C307 30543 16940 31716 4022 18192 504 C507P101230
hsmfpcbus net://172.18.1.34 RICOH MP C307 6058 7257 8490 4825 13315 1318 C507P400658
hsmfpcprnctr net://172.18.1.35 RICOH MP C6004 81520 91158 125324 47354 172678 7748 G737M110481
hsmfplibrary net://172.18.1.32 RICOH SP 4520DN 0 1147 212 935 1147 716 T587H200550
hsmfpstuoff net://172.18.1.30 RICOH MP 2555 0 10159 8254 1905 10159 494 C297R200209
hswidetech net://172.18.1.36 RICOH SP C842DN 1028 2589 1116 2501 3617 226 Y246M910035
jemfpbhall net://172.21.1.32 RICOH MP 2555 0 36956 16870 20086 36956 4346 C297R100675
jemfpboff net://172.21.1.31 RICOH MP 7503 0 345454 186988 158466 345454 10790 G667L400392
jemfpclab net://172.21.1.30 RICOH MP C401SR 46451 15368 19168 42651 61819 6097 G093PC00226
limfpboff net://172.20.1.31 RICOH MP 7503 0 196047 98382 97665 196047 8190 G667L500141
limfpclab net://172.20.1.30 RICOH MP C401SR 32204 54717 36548 50373 86921 6055 G094P100002
maintmfpc net://172.29.1.33 RICOH MP C401SR 2705 2066 1850 2921 4771 1491 G096PA00089
msmfpb1st net://172.19.1.35 RICOH MP 2555 0 84863 51506 33357 84863 3698 C297R300163
msmfpb3rd net://172.19.1.33 RICOH MP 6055 0 195063 132188 62875 195063 5297 C347R300177
msmfpblib net://172.19.1.32 RICOH MP 7503 0 245158 177034 68124 245158 5170 G667L400294
msmfpboff net://172.19.1.31 RICOH MP 7503 0 218960 152392 66568 218960 6512 G667L400306
msmfpclib net://172.19.1.34 RICOH MP C307 17606 12367 11446 18527 29973 3544 C507P400652
mspltwb net://172.19.1.38 RICOH SP 4520DN 0 560 252 308 560 66 T587H400674
mswidetech net://172.19.1.36 RICOH SP C842DN 906 506 316 1096 1412 375 Y247M710024
pvmfpbhall net://172.26.1.32 RICOH MP 6055 0 115288 75330 39958 115288 5549 C346RC00206
pvmfpboff net://172.26.1.31 RICOH MP 7503 0 253055 129758 123297 253055 11646 G667L400297
pvmfpclab net://172.26.1.30 RICOH MP C401SR 76862 7704 33022 51544 84566 8592 G094P100008
wamfpbhall net://172.22.1.32 RICOH MP 6055 0 40810 24296 16514 40810 2282 C347R300193
wamfpboff net://172.22.1.31 RICOH MP 7503 0 197857 103742 94115 197857 7908 G667L500077
wamfpclab net://172.22.1.30 RICOH MP C401SR 28457 13564 17484 24537 42021 4327 G096PB00071
wimfpboff net://172.24.1.31 RICOH MP 7503 0 113152 57764 55388 113152 5280 G667L400298
wimfpclab net://172.24.1.30 RICOH MP C401SR 32327 33313 24860 40780 65640 5341 G096PB00050


